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Testimonials  

      
 

Why do CODAmeds™ Earns High Praises? 
 
 

By providing a unique dispenser that really works well for everyone! – After all, 
they are the simple drug, vitamin & supplement dispenser system that anyone 

can use to manage and swallow pills. 
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"A true break-through in dispensing medications, we have standardized on 
CODAmeds™ Dose Dispensers for managing all of our home care cases.” 

Larry Anderson, General Mgr., Home Care Services – Los Angeles, CA 

 

"The CODAmeds™ Dose Dispenser has the sleek iPhone Apple phone like 
design. It's good looking sitting under my kitchen cabinets or on my bathroom 
countertop. Its 9" x 6" size takes up little counter space. I really recommend the 
CODAmeds™ Dose Dispenser to anyone." 

Steve Williams, Retired - Big Bear, CA 

 

"I have health conditions that must be maintained daily. The CODAmeds™ Dose 
Dispenser on my kitchen counter along with my cell phone reminds me to take 
all my pills with my pharmacy App alarm alert program. I have no hassles taking 
pills since the CODAmeds™ Dose Dispenser is separating them into two sizes 
in dose cups to swallow easier individually." 

Norm Smith, USO Advocate - South Gate, CA 
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"For me the CODAmeds™ Smartphone-App guide to access popular Pharmacy 
Apps for wellness programs makes it really easy using a CODAmeds™ Dose 
Dispenser to remember when to take all medications." 

Justin Alberthal, Computer Programmer - Frisco, TX 

 

“I love how the CODAmeds™ Dose Dispenser helped me by staying on top to 
manage medications. The CODAmeds™ Dose Dispenser program really works 
with my Smartphone Prescription App reminder program to take my daily pills.” 

Chad Billings, Real Estate Sales - McKinney, TX 

 

 “The CODAmeds™ Dose Dispenser makes my life simple with easy to fill pill 
cartridges. The single flip-top lid opens wide for all of the days from Sunday to 
Saturday while the morning, noon and night cartridges makes it fast to fill the 
time periods too. Dispensing is just as easy while keeping track of pills is a snap 
with the visible pill drawers.” 

Mary Kleven, Housewife - Las Vegas, NV 
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"After using the CODAmeds™ Dose Dispensers, pharmacies everywhere should 
carry it because it fits perfectly into anybody's program improving overall 
wellness—it's a team effort to help take prescriptions on time and reorder them. 
That's an ideal solution for me and any pharmacy that cares.” 

Robert Anderson, Real Estate Appraiser - Phoenix, AZ 

 

“Thanks to the CODAmeds™ Dose Dispenser I can swallow their pills without 
choking on them because it divides up the pills into two small dose cups as large 
and small sizes. You don’t have to sort them apart so now they can all be easily 
taken.” 

Lauren Anderson - Dallas, TX 

 

“I’ve have problems with my weekly kitchen table chore. It's a pain to fill up little 
flip-top pill boxes while spilling, dumping and rolling pills out onto floors, under 
tables or chairs and that’s before taking them. The CODAmeds™ Dispenser has 
larger, easy fill pill cassettes for sorting, storing and dispensing pills into two 
small dose cups.” 

Donald Dickey, Businessman - Dallas, TX 
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